Congratulations with the purchase of your decodeck® boards ! As decodeck® is a rather new
product that requires specific installation directives, below you can find all necessary info :

Prior to installing:
Prior to installing, it is advised to unpack the decodeck® boards for 48 hours, in order to allow
them to adapt to the ambient temperature conditions. Always stack the boards away from the
direct sunlight, on a flat surface and well supported.
It is of major importance to respect the dilatation joints and lateral distances between the
boards, as these joints are absolutely necessary to enable the boards to expand.
Also the spacing between the joists must be respected at all times. As decodeck® partially
contains plastic material, the boards are more flexible than hardwood, and therefore the joists
need to be installed closer.
It is strongly recommended not to install your deck at temperatures below 0°C.
Enjoy your decodeck® !
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Step 1 :

To level the surface and install the under-structure

In order to install your decodeck® boards in a correct way, it is important that the surface on
which your deck will be installed is completely flat and stable. To achieve a solid surface you
should finish, after levelling, with a layer of concrete of minimum 10 cm.

Important :
The decodeck® joists can only be used when they are fully supported (a layer of concrete of
minimum 10 cm). The joists must be fixed to the surface, as illustrated further on.

In all other cases : (e.g. on roofing, floating, elevated, …)
Here it is necessary to construct a solid hardwood frame (hardwood of durability-class 1) e.g.
150x50 mm. Pay attention to the distance of the crossbars : maximum 35cm (for
commercial/intensive use maximum 30 cm).
The decodeck® boards can be fixed directly to the hardwood frame with the clips , which makes
the use of decodeck® joists redundant. Here it is also necessary to support the boards every 3035 cm .
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Put the hardwood frame on EPDM-strips or a piece of PVC in order to allow sufficient air
circulation and drainage under the terrace. In this way, you can avoid that moisture affects
your under-structure.
While installing your deck, create an angle of inclination (5 mm/lm) for a better drainage.

To use/install the decodeck® joists :
There are decodeck® joists available that offer full support to the decking boards. Due to the
unique design the joists are very easy to handle and install.
You can fix the joists on to the surface by using nail plugs. Pre-drilling is necessary.
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Pay attention to the distance of the joists towards fixed objects (minimum 10 mm).
Always fix the joists to the supporting surface at a regular distance (max. 1m). When fixing the
joists always start and end at the extremities of the joists.
Ensure that the sections between the joists are free (do not fill up) to allow air circulation
under the boards.

For sufficient drainage, it is recommended to install the joists parallel with the angle of
inclination of your deck.
Pay attention to the distances between the joists while installing them.
The recommended maximum distances between the joists are:

For commercial/intensive use, the joist spacing should be limited to maximum 30 cm.
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To use/install a hardwood frame:

Here it is necessary to construct a solid hardwood frame (hardwood of durability-class 1) e.g.
150x50 mm. Pay attention to the distance of the crossbars supporting the boards : maximum
35cm (for commercial/intensive use maximum 30 cm).

Put the hardwood frame on EPDM-strips or a piece of PVC in order to allow sufficient air
circulation and drainage under the terrace. In this way, you can avoid that moisture affects
your under-structure.
While installing your deck, create an angle of inclination (5 mm/lm) for a better drainage.

The decodeck® boards can be fixed directly to the hardwood frame with the clips , which
makes the use of decodeck® joists redundant.
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Step 2 : Fixing the boards on the joists
Fixing the first board
Screw down the board into the joist at every bridging. Pre-drilling is necessary.
It is of major importance that the boards are supported by a joist till the very end.
Pay attention to the distance of the board towards a fixed object (10mm).

Further installation of the boards
Leave a spacing of at least 5mm between the boards .
Tip: use the little distance strips

Use the handy decodeck® clip system. Fix the clips at every bridging of the joist, as indicated.
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Installation of 2 boards end-to-end
Keep in mind the following remarks:

-

maximum allowed length of the boards is 3m, in combination with the given
joints/spacing.

-

each board extremity needs to be supported by its own joist/hardwood cross beam

-

to ensure the dilatation of the board into the right direction, the board needs to be
screwed down as shown on the detailed drawing below

-

pay attention to the necessary spacing of 8mm between the board ends

-

pay attention to the necessary distance of 10mm towards fixed objects

When installing a deck larger than 10m long/wide, it is advised to work in separate modules.
Installing the boards in ‘brick pattern’ is possible, on the condition that each board is
supported by its own joist till the very end. The recommended joints/spacing needs to be
respected in this case as well.
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Installation of a simple board

Keep in mind the following remarks:

-

maximum allowed length of the boards is 4m, in combination with the given
joints/spacing.

-

each board extremity needs to be supported by its own joist/hardwood cross beam

-

to ensure the dilatation of the board into the right direction, the board needs to be
screwed down as shown on the detailed drawing below

-

pay attention to the necessary distance of 10mm towards fixed objects
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Installation of the final board
Use screws as indicated on the drawing below. Pre-drilling is necessary.
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Step 3 :Finishing of the decodeck® boards
To close the cavities of each board in a decorative way, use the decodeck® end caps.
The end caps are preferably fixed using a glue kit. We recommend the Simson 007 (BSR 007),
a universal high elastic glue available in most DIY shops.
The finishing profiles can be used to hide the construction of the joists. The finishing profiles
can be fixed with screws directly to the joists (every 30 cm).
Pay attention to the necessary dilatation space of 10mm as indicated on the drawing below.
It is strongly recommended not to close your deck completely at all sides. Leave at least one
side open (at the end of the joists) in order to allow air circulation under your deck.

To build in rain pipes, spots, ….
Always leave a joint of 10mm around the object, to allow expansion of the boards. Spots may
not discharge heat > 60°C.
To build in a hatch :
Prepare a solid hardwood/metal frame to which you fix your decodeck® boards.
Leave a joint around the hatch of 10mm for expansion.
Neodeck® boards are not suitable for the load of cars, horses, a jacuzzi/hot tub, …
Tip : put your jacuzzi/hot tub on a concrete surface and install your decodeck® boards around
it!
Your deck is now completed, enjoy it !
For maintenance and cleaning of your decodeck®, please check our detailed advise on this
subject.
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